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Abstract: Unique A work process application comprises of a piece of part applications that must be executed in the request controlled by their control and information reliance. These can have various segment applications that can be executed simultaneously, or once in a while only a solitary segment which can be executed in parallel on numerous processors. Such parallelization brings about efficient usage of the figure energy of Network. The primary issues engaged with work process specification are the work process portrayal model and data about the applications sent on lattice. Likewise, for the execution of work process, the fundamental issues to be tended to are application disclosure and determination, co-ordination of workflow execution and giving adaptation to internal failure instruments. Network middleware, which tends to the previously mentioned issues in work process specification and execution, has been named as Framework work process administration framework (GWMS).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grid computing coordinates computational and date resources that are not subject to centralized control. This coordination is achieved with the help of standard, open, general purpose protocols and interfaces to deliver on trivial qualities of service such as response time, throughput, security, etc.[1]. Scientists from different fields, such as high energy physics and gravitational physics [2][3], meteorology [4], bioinformatics [5] [6], etc. are using grid technology for compute intensive applications. Such applications are generally not single standalone applications, but they are workflow applications. A workflow application consists of a composition of component applications that must be executed in the order determined by their control and data dependence. These can have multiple component applications that can be executed concurrently, or sometimes just a single component which can be executed in parallel on multiple processors. Such parallelization results in efficient utilization of the compute power of Grid. The main issues involved in workflow specification are the workflow representation model and information about the applications deployed on grid. Also, for the execution of workflow, the main issues to be addressed are application discovery and selection, coordination of workflow execution and providing fault tolerance mechanisms. Grid middleware, which addresses the above-mentioned issues in workflow specification and execution, has been termed as Grid workflow management system (GWMS) [7]. Such grid middleware allows the user to compose workflows using a workflow specification model and also automates the workflow execution on grid. Thus, the user is not concerned with lower level details like application discovery, grid—specific commands, etc. This allows even a non-expert grid user to use the compute power of grid to solve his problem.

A workflow specified by a user using the new workflow model may have structural errors like deadlock or lack of synchronization. These structural errors will result in erroneous execution of workflow. Hence these errors need to be detected before a workflow is submitted for execution.

II. MAJOR ELEMENTS OF GRID WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A Grid Workflow Management system comprises of two main components based on functionality: Workflow editor which allows user to compose workflows and workflow engines which manages execution of workflow on grid. Following are the major elements of a GWMS [7]:

- **Workflow specification model**: A workflow can be modelled using the basic patterns. A DAG—based workflow will allow modeling of sequence, parallel and choice patterns while a non-DAG based model will allow modeling of all the four patterns shown in the figure.

- **Workflow can be specified using a mark—up language such as XML (GridAnt [8])**. However, this approach requires that the user must know the language—specific syntax. Also this approach becomes very inconvenient when workflows are very complex. Another approach which is more user—friendly is graph based modeling, where a user can create a workflow by using a graphical interface, which allows the user to add workflow tasks and then connect them to reflect the control and data dependencies between the tasks. Different graphical models like DAG (Pegasus [5], Taverna [6]), Petri net (GridFlow [8], eXeGrid [9]), Activity diagrams (Askalon [10]), etc. have been used for workflow specification.

In grid context, workflows can be divided into two types, which are abstract and concrete workflows [5]. A workflow which does not specify the binding of tasks to a specific resource on grid during workflow composition has been termed as abstract workflow. Such abstract workflows allow the binding of tasks to resources being delayed until run—time to handle the dynamic nature of grid where machines can join and leave the grid. If a workflow specification involves binding of task nodes to a specific grid resources, the corresponding workflow is called a concrete workflow. A concrete model allows the user to explicitly specify the particular grid resource for each workflow task.

In addition, Quality of service (QOS) constraints like execution time, cost, etc. can be specified either for each individual task or for the entire workflow. Such user—specified constraints are taken into account during selection of a particular grid resource during workflow execution.
Information Retrieval: A workflow management system needs to maintain and retrieve static information such as the applications deployed on grid and dynamic information such as current application availability. The static information like the I/O helping the user in workflow specification.

Scheduling : A grid scheduler attempts to create a mapping between the workflow tasks and applications available on the grid with the intention to optimize some objective function, such as execution time of workflow or throughput.

Fault Tolerance : A Grid workflow management system should include fault tolerance functionality in order to handle the failures that can occur in a dynamic grid environment. Some of the failure reasons are non—availability of required applications, faults in underlying fabric components, etc. Fault tolerance techniques working at task-level address the effects of execution failure of individual workflow tasks. Some of these techniques include retrying the task execution on same compute server after failure [11], look for an alternate compute server, check pointing/restart mechanisms [12], etc. Fault tolerance techniques working at workflow—Zeoet modify the workflow structure such as use of alternate tasks to deal with errors occurring during workflow execution [13].

III. RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we describe the non—DAG based workflow specification models of some other GWMS. These systems allow the user to specify a workflow using a graphical model. Each workflow specification model is described in terms of the constructs provided to model the four workflow patterns mentioned above. Also, we mention the analysis techniques, if any, used to analyze workflows by each system. We first mention some terms [14] used in this section. A node having two or more successor nodes, which can execute concurrently, is called an AND-split node.

An AND-join node has two or more predecessor nodes. It is used to synchronize the concurrent paths of execution resulting from a corresponding AND—split node. Similarly, a node that has two or more successor nodes, only one of which can be executed, is called an OR-split node. An OR-join node is used to join the alternative mutually exclusive execution paths resulting from an OR—split node into one execution path.

Triana

Triana [15,16] has been developed at Cardiff University. It is currently being used for different tasks such as signal, text and image processing. The workflow specification model of Triana allows the following modeling constructs.

- Parallel : Parallelism can be specified in a workflow by setting the number of I/O units of a task node. If a node has two or more two output units, then the successor tasks of this node can execute concurrently. If a node has two or more input units, the node will act as an AND—join node.
- Choice : Conditions are specified with the help of IF—split and IF—join nodes. Only one of the alternative execution paths arising from an IF—split node is followed during execution. All these possible execution paths are merged using an IF—join node. Another control construct supported is the Switch construct. It is used to specify a conditional expression, which is evaluated to decide which of the two inputs (of predecessor nodes of the switch node) is to be used by the successor node.
- Iteration : In order to specify a loop in a workflow, the sub—workflow to be iterated upon is grouped together. An explicit loop handler node is added automatically to this group. This loop handler node handles the iterations over the sub—workflow. An exit condition has to be specified with a loop handler node which decides when to exit the loop. Triana supports fixed iterator construct and conditional while loops.

The usage of a sub—workflow to be iterated upon as a group defines the entry and exit points of the loop explicitly. This simplifies the workflow representation in XML. However, this restricts the specification of complex interactions with the tasks which are part of the loop.

IV. CONCLUSION

A comparison of our workflow specification model with those of some other GWMS mentioned in Section 3. We do not give a comparison in terms of the other elements of a GWMS. Modelling of parallel, choice and loop patterns in a workflow: These patterns can be specified explicitly, i.e. by using nodes of other types than the nodes used to represent tasks in the workflow. Otherwise, they can be specified using tasks nodes only. The comparison with respect to the verification mechanisms suggests that verification of structural correctness has not been provided by any of the mentioned Grid workflow management systems. A workflow found correct by structural verification techniques can be executed correctly for all possible workflow instances. This gives the user a guarantee that a specified workflow which is found structurally correct, will execute correctly provided the data flow between the workflow tasks is valid.
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